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Abstract On planets with little erosion, thrust faults produce broad, asymmetric, positive-relief, linear to
arcuate ridges—often referred to as lobate scarps—that remain largely unaltered, such that their
topographic expressions are a measure of the structural uplift caused by the displacement and associated
country rock deformation of the faults. Here wemap and systematically assess the structural relief of 24 thrust
faults across Mars to infer their growth behavior. Our mapping indicates that the majority of individual
thrust faults have simple, linear map traces with lengths of up to ~450 km but that some thrust faults form
systems of up to 1,400 km in length. For the most topographically pronounced landforms, the structural relief
developed above the fault is as great as ~3,400 m. We then relate topographic measurements to the
displacement on the underlying fault planes to study the displacement variations along the fault length. We
find a variety of displacement distribution shapes of the fault systems, which we attribute to differences in
fault growth that include unrestricted and restricted growth, linkage, and/or fault interaction. Finally, we
relate the maximum displacements (Dmax) determined for each of the faults to their respective fault length (L)
to establish a maximum displacement-to-length relationship. The observed scaling characteristics and
order-of-magnitude scatter of our Dmax/L data are not uncommon for fault populations on Earth and tie in
well with the map patterns, tectonic geomorphology, and systematic along-strike displacement distributions
to have grown in a basement-block faulting style found in intraplate tectonic settings on Earth.

1. Introduction
1.1. Thrust Fault-Related Landforms on Mars

Thrust faults are fracture surfaces in planetary lithospheres along which shortening is accommodated. The
portion of the faulted rock mass above the fault plane (the hanging wall) is displaced over the portion of
the rock mass below the fault plane (the footwall), forming positive structural relief. As is typical for any
large-scale fault on Earth, thrust fault systems on Mars likely consist of complex zones of deformation invol-
ving one or more fault planes (e.g., Johnson, 1995), a zone of intensely sheared rock referred to as the fault
core (e.g., Caine et al., 1996), and a fault damage zone (e.g., Kim et al., 2004) surrounding the fault core. Yet
insight into fault zone complexity and fault rock properties on Mars is limited, and so large faults are generally
approximated as one large slip plane (Figure 1).

The surface of Mars abounds with landforms that are interpreted to be underlain by thrust faults (e.g.,
Chicarro et al., 1985; Knapmeyer et al., 2006; Watters, 1993). Because of low rates of erosion and degradation
of topography on Mars (Golombek & Bridges, 2000), the accommodated strain and deformation associated
with these landforms and their underlying fault have been preserved for billions of years. Surface-breaking
thrust faults on Mars have landforms with asymmetric ridges, with one steep-sloped cliff facing the direction
of tectonic transport and a gentler slope dipping in the same direction as the underlying fault plane (e.g.,
Schultz, 2000; Schultz et al., 2010; Schultz & Watters, 2001; Watters, 2003a; Figure 1). On the basis of structural
arguments for thrust faults on Earth, these ridges are widely interpreted to represent some combination of
fault-propagation folds (anticlines) and fault displacement-gradient folds (e.g., Suppe & Medwedeff, 1990;
Wickham, 1995) that formed as a consequence of accumulation and variations in slip along the fault.
Decreases in cumulative slip toward the fault tips are compensated by buckling of material above the fault
(Mitra, 1990; Suppe & Medwedeff, 1990; Williams & Chapman, 1983).

Topographic signatures of numerous thrust fault examples have been characterized in cross section
with topographic transects across the landform (e.g., Watters et al., 2000; Watters & Robinson, 1999).
The topographically most pronounced thrust fault-related landforms are located in the southern high-
lands of Mars (Watters, 1993), whereas most such landforms in the northern lowlands are generally
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less physiographically prominent. Based on morphological characteristics, thrust fault-related landforms
on Mars have traditionally been termed lobate scarps and wrinkle ridges. However, this classification
scheme breaks down in many cases due to the large variability of the shape of these landforms (cf.
Byrne et al., 2014), and thus, these terms are not used here.

The topographic signatures of Martian thrust-fault-related landforms have been related to the subsurface
fault geometry (e.g., Okubo & Schultz, 2004; Schultz, 2000; Schultz & Watters, 2001), and numerical simula-
tions of surface displacements have been matched to individual topographic profiles measured across given
landforms to estimate fault dip, displacement, and penetration depth (e.g., Egea-González et al., 2017; Grott
et al., 2007; Mueller et al., 2014; Ruiz et al., 2008; Schultz & Watters, 2001; Watters, 2004). One of the longest
and topographically most pronounced landforms on Mars, Amenthes Rupes, has received the most attention
in the scientific community (Mueller et al., 2014; Ruiz et al., 2008; Schultz, 2003a; Schultz & Watters, 2001;
Watters et al., 2000). This landform has a length of ~420 km, shows a topographic relief in excess of
1,000m alongmuch of its length, and its underlying fault system is found to penetrate the Marian lithosphere
to 30 km (Schultz & Watters, 2001) or even as much as 48 km (Mueller et al., 2014).

Studies modeling subsurface fault architecture considered only a few such landforms, and for each of the
modeled structures, only a single or, at best, a few topographic profiles over a limited geographic region
informed the numerical solutions. Nonetheless, modeled fault-geometric parameters were used to infer
not only the amount of brittle strain accommodated by thrust faults on Mars (Schultz, 2003b) but also the
depth and rheological properties of the Martian lithosphere (e.g., Ruiz et al., 2008; Schultz, 2003a) as well
as regional heat flow (Egea-González et al., 2017; Grott et al., 2007; Mueller et al., 2014; Ruiz et al., 2008).
These results have also been used as a basis fromwhich to obtain global insight into the seismic environment
on Mars (Knapmeyer et al., 2006), as well as the amount of radius decrease the planet may have experienced
from contraction arising from secular interior cooling (Nahm & Schultz, 2011).

1.2. Geometry and Growth of Thrust Faults

Thrust faulting on Earth occurs in different geometric styles. The spectrum of geometries ranges from thrust
belts that are typically found in orogenic settings to basement thrusting that typically occur in intraplate, con-
tinental settings. Thrust belts are characterized by multiple, subparallel, long, sinuous thrust traces (e.g., Ray,
2006), involving imbricate thrust systems, which can be surface-breaking or blind. Duplex structures, which
commonly form with this structural style, have horizontal floor and roof thrusts (Boyer & Elliott, 1982), along
which large amounts of strain are accommodated. These complex structures are in stark contrast to base-
ment thrusts that typically consist of a single major fault with one or only a few segments forming relatively
simple linear map traces and accommodating strain by block faulting. For this structural style, the majority of
deformation is localized in a narrow zone along the major fault (e.g., Matthews & Work, 1978). Irrespective of

Figure 1. Block diagram of Ogygis Rupes plotted using a THEMIS image mosaic overlaid with MOLA topography, showing
this ~181-km-long, topographically pronounced thrust fault-related landform in the southern hemisphere of Mars. The
surface break of the main fault is mapped in black; smaller thrust fault-related landforms are mapped in dark purple.
Fault-geometric properties include fault length, here shown as the half-length (L/2), fault displacement (D), the vertical
component of displacement (fault throw, t), and the fault dip angle (α).
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the faulting style, thrust faults produce positive-relief landforms, and so landform shape and the associated
vertical relief provide a first-order measure of the displacement of the fault.

Although correlation between landform or fold shape and its underlying fault is found to be nonunique for
many numerical models (e.g., Hardy & Finch, 2005; Schultz & Watters, 2001; Zehnder & Allmendinger, 2000),
certain aspects of thrust fault geometry on Mars can be directly inferred from the shape of their respective
landforms, especially for landforms that show clear surface breaks. These fault geometric properties include
fault length (L; Figure 1), the azimuth of the mapped fault trace (which approximates the strike of the fault
plane), and the fault dip direction (which is suggested by the gentle slope of the landform that formed above
the fault; Figure 1).

Additional information on the fault may be obtained by studying the structural relief of the landforms
preserved in the hanging wall of the fault, although information obtained from such measurements must
be carefully interpreted. Although field observations (Lavé & Avouac, 2000; Burgess et al., 2012), 3-D seismic
studies (e.g., Apotria & Wilkerson, 2002; Lohr et al., 2008; Shaw et al., 2002, 2005), and modeling (e.g., Hardy &
Finch, 2005; Zehnder & Allmendinger, 2000) for thrust-belt-style faulting indicate that fault displacements (D)
may not be accurately determined by assessments of hanging wall deformation alone, displacements
accommodated along basement faults are closely related to the structural relief produced by the fault.
Thus, first-order assessments of thrust fault displacements on Mars must be placed into the context of the
structural styles of thrust faulting interpreted from map patterns and landform morphology.

Under the assumptions that the structural style of faulting does not drastically change within a single land-
form, and that the topographic expressions of the landforms to first-order represent some measure of fault
displacement, assessments of variations in structural relief along-strike the faults may offer insights in varia-
tions of the vertical component or throw (t) of the fault displacement of the thrust system (especially if hang-
ing wall deformation is minor). With knowledge of the dip angle (α) of the fault plane (measured from
horizontal), and how that value may vary with depth (i.e., a fault plane that is planar [or homoclinal] versus
curved [or listric]), fault displacement may be inferred from fault throw (see section 2 for assessment of
fault dip).

The fault length is measured as the length of the fault surface break and so it is obtained by carefully mapping
the landform in plan view (Figure 1). Faults may not always have single surface breaks, but commonly occur in
en echelon arrays, where multiple, closely spaced and overlapping fault segments form the overall structure
(e.g., Dawers & Anders, 1995; Willemse, 1997). Fault overlap and underlap (the horizontal distance between
two parallel fault segments as measured parallel to the strikes of the faults), as well as fault spacing (the
horizontal distance between two fault segments as measured perpendicular to the strikes of the faults),
are additional key parameters that can be measured from the map patterns of fault systems (see Figure 1
in Willemse, 1997).

Faults are three-dimensional structures, and so variations in shape of the landforms along their lengths pro-
vide insights into the subsurface architecture and growth geometry of the fault itself. The methods com-
monly used to gain such insights are best suited for field observations collected in tectonic settings that
allowed the faults to develop, grow, and remain preserved without major tectonic overprint, such is typically
the case in intraplate settings or at divergent plate margins. Fault growth results in longer faults having
greater maximum displacements than shorter faults (Clark & Cox, 1996; Cowie & Scholz, 1992b; Gillespie
et al., 1992; Marrett & Allmendinger, 1991; Walsh & Watterson, 1988; Watterson, 1986). In particular, fault
length (L) is found to scale with fault displacement (D) in the general form of

D ¼ γLc; (1)

where γ is the scaling coefficient and c is the scaling exponent. The scaling coefficient is related to host rock
strength and shear modulus, the (elliptical) shape of the fault plane, and the driving stress conditions acting
on the faults of the given population (Schultz et al., 2006; Schultz & Fossen, 2002), whereas the scaling expo-
nent is indicative of the fault shape evolution within the population (see details below). Displacements are
often expressed as either maximum or average displacements. In the remainder of this manuscript, we use
the maximum displacement (Dmax).

Fault lengths may scale to their displacements in either a linear (e.g., Clark & Cox, 1996; Cowie & Scholz,
1992b) or a nonlinear manner (e.g., Gillespie et al., 1992; Marrett & Allmendinger, 1991; Walsh & Watterson,
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1988; Watterson, 1986). Linear scaling is achieved when the scaling exponent assumes unity (c = 1) and
reflects self-similar fault growth. Self-similarity also predicts that small and large faults form with similar
along-strike displacement distributions. Along-strike displacement distributions typically show the lowest
displacement values near the fault tips and highest near the center of the fault. Unrestricted (or uninhibited)
fault growth, where the fault grows without confinement to a mechanical layer or interaction with other
faults, results in an overall symmetrical and peaked along-strike distribution of displacement, with maximum
displacements located at or near the fault center (Cowie & Scholz, 1992a, 1992b; Dawers et al., 1993;
Manighetti et al., 2001; Walsh & Watterson, 1987).

Non-self-similar fault growth leads to power law scaling exponents above or below unity. Exponents below
unity, in particular, are commonly found. They are indicative of either fault interactions and fault growth
by linkage (Cartwright et al., 1995; Schultz et al., 2010; Wyrick et al., 2011) or confinement of the fault to a
mechanical layer (Dawers et al., 1993; Polit et al., 2009; Schultz & Fossen, 2002; Soliva et al., 2005; Soliva &
Benedicto, 2005). Either process promotes a systematic increase in the fault aspect ratio (Schultz & Fossen,
2002): the fault length increases without a proportionate increase in displacement. As a consequence, displa-
cement distributions may show asymmetric or flat-topped (i.e., plateau shaped) along-strike displacement
distributions (Dawers et al., 1993; Manighetti et al., 2001; Polit et al., 2009; Soliva et al., 2005, 2006; Soliva &
Benedicto, 2005).

Interaction and linkage of faults in en echelon arrays can be distinguished from fault confinement by measur-
ing and evaluating spacing and overlap of the different fault segments (e.g., Soliva et al., 2006; Soliva &
Benedicto, 2005). Both parameters can be obtained by photogeological mapping. Under a scenario where
the overlap-to-spacing ratio between en echelon fault segments is sufficiently large, usually for ratios of 1
to 4 (e.g., Willemse, 1997), and where displacement distributions are found to be asymmetric with maximum
displacements skewed toward the overlapping fault tips (Dawers & Anders, 1995; Willemse et al., 1996), faults
can be assumed to have mechanically interacted. This interaction occurs even for faults that are not
physically connected, through local perturbation of the stress field at the fault tip (Willemse, 1997). Such fault
interaction is referred to as soft linked (e.g., Walsh & Watterson, 1991), whereas faults that have coalesced and
thus are physically connected are termed hard linked (e.g., Trudgill & Cartwright, 1994).

1.3. Aims of This Study

Here we investigate with detailed mapping and topographic measurements the shapes of a set of thrust
fault-related landforms across Mars (Figure 2). From our analysis we characterize the map pattern, fault
length, displacement distribution, and maximum displacement for each of the faults and fault systems.
With assessments of these parameters for a series of structures across the surface of Mars, we aim to (1) iden-
tify if displacement distributions of thrust faults on Mars yield systematic results that would allow us to study
fault growth, and, if so, (2) interpret and assess the variability of thrust fault displacement distributions to infer
how thrust fault growth is expressed on Mars, as well as (3) deduce the style of faulting frommap patterns to
evaluate possible processes responsible for thrust faulting.

2. Data Collection

Our structural mapping was carried out with the 100 m-per-pixel (m/px) THEMIS daytime mosaic (e.g.,
Edwards et al., 2011), complemented with ~10 m/px images from the Mars Express High Resolution Stereo
Camera (HRSC; Neukum et al., 2010) and ~6 m/pixel images from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO)
Context Camera (CTX; Malin et al., 2007). Fault topography was assessed with the Mars Orbiter Laser
Altimeter (MOLA) global digital elevation model, which has a ±3 m vertical resolution and a minimum spatial
resolution of 463 m/px at the equator—well suited for large, topographically pronounced thrust faults such
as those we examined.

The faults were mapped in ArcMap© 10.2 as polyline shapefiles at a mapping scale of 1:1,000,000. The
mapping scale was increased to 1:250,000 to facilitate more precise mapping of finer structural detail as
required. Our mapping approach involved tracing the surface break of the most topographically pro-
nounced landforms of each region of interest, recording smaller landforms with surface breaks associated
with the major landform, and identifying broad ridges with no clear surface break, similar to those
mapped in Mare Crisium on the Moon (Byrne et al., 2015). The streaming function in ArcMap was used
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to evenly place nodes every 500 m along the surface trace of the fault. Once mapping was complete,
geodesic values of the length of the mapped fault traces were derived with the “Tools for Graphics and
Shapes” plugin for ArcMap, which minimizes length distortions from projected data sets (http://www.
jennessent.com/arcgis/shapes_graphics.htm).

We refer to fault surface breaks identified as continuous map traces on the scale of our mapping as single or
individual faults, although we recognize that segmentation of such single faults may exist on finer scales.
Furthermore, faults or landforms were considered as large or major when their lengths were found to likely
be greater than the thickness of the brittle lithosphere (e.g., Cowie & Scholz, 1992a).

Topographic information was extracted from the MOLA elevation model by placing transects orientated per-
pendicular to the mapped fault traces at ~10 km intervals. These topographic transects were used to find the
difference in elevation between the base and the top of the thrust fault-related landform, yielding a measure-
ment of the preserved structural relief. The relief measurements were cross-checked with the photogeology
to ensure that all values were recorded as an accurate representation of the total structural relief of the fault.
Doing so was especially important where impact craters superposed a fault scarp, for instance, or in complex
fault systems where multiple landforms were present within a single topographic profile.

Because of erosion rates of less than 1 nm/year on the Martian surface (Golombek & Bridges, 2000), and given
that inclined fault planes underlie the landforms, we interpreted the structural relief to correspond closely to
the throw of the studied thrust faults (see section 1.2 for details). The throw values for a given fault were
plotted at their measured position along the length of that fault to obtain a throw distribution profile for
the structure. For systems where multiple faults were present, cumulative throw distribution profiles were
obtained from individual faults by summing the throw values in areas where faults overlapped. Cumulative
throw values were also plotted as a function of their position along the length of their corresponding fault
system to show total throw accumulation. Where a fault throw could not be readily identified (e.g., where
a crater had erased preexisting fault-related topography), fault throws were interpolated between the two
closest possible measurements. At the mapped fault tips, the fault displacement was assumed to reach zero,
as no fault-related topography could be detected in those locations at the resolution of the MOLA data set.

Finally, the maximum measured throw value for each fault and fault system was identified. These maximum
throw values can be used to estimate the maximum fault displacement (Dmax) using a simple trigonometric
relationship between throw, dip angle (α), and displacement, such that sinα = t/Dmax. Additionally, the pre-
diction for frictional sliding when considering the frictional properties of a basaltic rock mass, such as the
Martian lithosphere, indicates that slip is promoted along planes with an optimal angle of ~30° to the

Figure 2. Global, color-coded MOLA map of Mars in Robinson projection showing the geographic distribution of the
studied thrust fault-related landforms. The locations of landforms are indicated by colored points that correspond to
colors for fault systems in subsequent figures.
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direction of the most compressive tectonic stress (Jaeger et al., 2007). Because thrust faults typically form
when the most compressive stress component is horizontal (Anderson, 1942), this angle corresponds to a
dip of 30° for thrust faults. Although low-angle normal faults or high-angle thrust faults are not explained
by the optimum angles for frictional sliding, dip angles in the range between 20° and 40° derived from
numerical modeling of thrust fault subsurface architectures on Mars (e.g., Egea-González et al., 2017; Grott
et al., 2007; Mueller et al., 2014; Ruiz et al., 2008; Schultz & Watters, 2001) are in good agreement with pre-
dicted dip angles for thrust faults. Following these considerations, we estimate the maximum displacements
of the thrust faults in this study for dips of 30° with a ±10° uncertainty.

The derivedmaximum displacements for each fault were then plotted against their respective length value to
determine the corresponding displacement–length statistic. Given that some modification of topography
may have taken place, that fault dips are generalized, and considering variable hanging wall deformation
of individual thrusts, the numerical values of the individual measurements of throws and Dmax derived here
may include multiple sources of uncertainties. However, as stated above, assessments of systematic varia-
tions (irrespective of the numerical values of the individual measurements) of fault throw and throw maxima
allow for first-order assessments on fault growth and fault scaling that are representative of the geometry
and growth history of these structures.

3. Descriptions of Thrust Fault-Related Landforms
3.1. Ogygis Rupes

Ogygis Rupes, centered at 33.0°S, 54.5°W, is a 181-km-long thrust fault-related landform (Figure 3). The
mapped fault surface break is curvilinear and consists of two clearly visible fault segments. The southern fault
segment is 40 km long, and its surface break terminates at the 150-km-long northern segment, displaying a
branch point (e.g., Boyer & Elliott, 1982). The two segments have an overlap of ~10 km and a spacing of less
than 1 km. The fault surface break cuts through the heavily degraded rim of an unnamed ~20-km-diameter
impact crater. The structural relief of the landform appears unaffected by this crater. The surface break and
shape of the landform both indicate that the fault system underlying Ogygis Rupes dips to the northwest
and strikes NE–SW. A set of smaller thrust fault-related landforms accompanies Ogygis Rupes to the north-
west. Those faults strike approximately parallel to Ogygis Rupes, and on the basis of their surface expressions,
they have synthetic (i.e., northwest) and antithetic (i.e., southeast) dip directions.

Interestingly, a series of parallel river channels is superposed on the gentle backslope of the landform,
most notably in its southern portion (Figure 3). The alignment of these channels, downslope on the
Ogygis Rupes landform, attests to the presence and flow of liquid water during or after the structural relief
was established and thus ties the fluvial processes shaping the channels to the tectonically controlled
topography at this location. These fluvial landforms are not found to have modified the structural relief
of Ogygis Rupes substantially.

The variations in structural relief from which we interpret the throw distribution profile for this fault show
steep increases of ~75 m/km from the tips toward the center, except at and around the overlap region of
the two fault segments, where the structural relief remains constant at around 800m (Figure 3). The structural
relief and thus presumably fault throws consistently exceed 1,000 m in the central part of the landform. The
throw maximum of 2,152 m occurs about 80 km north of the southern fault tip, with another peak occurring
~20 km south of the northern fault tip, such that the throw distribution somewhat asymmetrical.

The observation of one fault segment terminating at the other, the large overlap-to-spacing ratio of>10, and
the overall throw distribution together indicate that the two fault segments are hard linked (i.e., are physically
connected), such that they serve to build the observed structural relief as one fault system. Furthermore, the
throw distribution of Ogygis Rupes is typical for unrestricted fault growth (e.g., Nicol et al., 1996), with the
observed map pattern and deviations from a perfectly peaked throw distribution likely arising from minor
topographic modification and interaction and linkage of several smaller fault segments as they formed the
larger array.

3.2. Bosporos Rupes

Bosporos Rupes is centered at 42.7°S, 57.6°W. It is a 542-km-long thrust fault-related landform situated near
the northwestern rim of Argyre basin. Its map pattern indicates that this landform is composed of two major
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fault segments. Segment 1 is the southernmost and is 308 km long; segment 2 lies to the north and has a
length of 232 km (Figure 4). These two segments show 2 km of underlap. Both fault segments underlying
Bosporos Rupes dip to the northwest and strike NE�SW, similar in orientation to the nearby Ogygis Rupes
(Figure 3). As with Ogygis Rupes, a few smaller thrust fault-related landforms accompany Bosporos
Rupes to the northwest, again oriented subparallel to the larger structure and again with both synthetic
(northwest) and antithetic (southeast) dip directions. Additionally, segment 1 shows two larger fault splays
toward its northern tip; segment 2 has one small splay at its northern tip (Figure 4).

Two craters, 30 km and 23 km in diameter, respectively, are superposed on the southern end of segment 2
(Figure 4). The fault-related topography has been partially removed by the bigger (northern) crater and
entirely erased by the smaller of the two craters. Both are largely degraded, and thus, they are presumably
very old (Robbins & Hynek, 2012). The stratigraphic relationship of the fault with these craters indicates that
the faulting responsible for Bosporos Rupes was active at the time of emplacement of the larger crater.

The structural relief from which the throw distribution for these fault segment profiles is interpreted shows
moderate to steep increases of up to 30 m/km from the tips to the centers of the segments. Segment 1 shows
pronounced variations in fault-related topography, with its throw maximum of 1,648 m located near the
center of the landform (Figure 4), and another throw maximum above 1,500 m situated about 100 km from
its southern tip. In addition, two local minima of less than 500 m of structural relief occur along the throw dis-
tribution. Segment 2 consistently shows throws above 1,200 m in its central portion, with a maximum of
1,737 m asymmetrically skewed toward the north (Figure 4).

Analogous to observations from Terran thrust fault displacement variations (Ellis & Dunlap, 1988), we inter-
pret the observed variations in fault throw, as well as evidence for splays and jogs (i.e., sudden bends in

Figure 3. Map of fault traces (top) and throw distribution interpreted from structural relief measurements (bottom) of
faults associated with Ogygis Rupes. Thrust faults associated with Ogygis Rupes are displayed on a THEMIS mosaic
overlaid with MOLA topography in orthographic projection centered at 54.6°W, 33.1°S. The hanging wall and footwall are
referenced on the map with their respective upward (U) and downward (D) movements relative to one another. Arrows on
map indicate the location of fluvial channels. The gray circles represent impact structures. The map symbology used
here applies to all subsequent maps.
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the fault surface break; Sibson, 1986) in the map pattern (Figure 4), as remnant artifacts of smaller individual
segments that coalesced into the large structures that we observe today. The observed underlap between
the two segments indicates that they are not linked and that they have not meaningfully interacted (i.e.,
shared or distributed displacement) with one another.

3.3. Phrixi Rupes

Phrixi Rupes, centered at 44.6°S, 67.1°W, is a 177-km-long thrust fault-related landform. Its map pattern indi-
cates that this landform is formed by three major fault segments (Figure 5), with two forming fault system 1
and one segment forming fault 2. Fault system 1 has a total length of 145 km, and the two major fault seg-
ments of which it is composed show an underlap of less than 1 km, about 80 km from its southern tip. The
underlap region, however, shows three minor fault scarps. Fault 2 is 65 km long (Table 1). Fault system 1
and fault 2 have an overlap of 33 km and a spacing of 10 to 15 km, which yields an overlap-to-spacing ratio
of 2–3. Both fault systems underlying Phrixi Rupes dip to the northwest and strike NE�SW, following the
regional trend established by Bosporos and Ogygis Rupes (Figures 3 and 4). No major impact structures
crosscut the surface break of the fault, and only one 13-km-diameter crater superposes (and so modifies)
the structural relief near the northern tip of fault 2.

The variations in structural relief that inform the fault throw distributions show clear peaks in both landforms
(Figure 5). The throw maximum that we identified at 603 m for fault system 1 is somewhat skewed to the
south, and another peak measured with a throw of ~550 m occurs farther to the north. A somewhat lower
displacement is observed in the fault center. Despite this complexity, the overall shape of the throw distribu-
tion is symmetric (Figure 5). Fault 2 also has a generally symmetric throw profile, with a maximum of 1,421 m
occurring at the center of the fault.

Figure 4. Map of fault traces (top) and throw distributions (bottom) of faults associated with Bosporos Rupes. Thrust faults
associated with Bosporos Rupes are displayed on a THEMIS mosaic overlaid with MOLA topography in orthographic
projection centered at 57.5°W, 42.5°S.
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The two segments in fault system 1 are interpreted here to be linked, as evident from the continuous and
symmetric throw distribution. The observed lower displacement between the two peaks within this fault sys-
tem corresponds to the minor fault scarps and thus may represent a breached step over region between
the two fault segments. The throw distribution for fault system 1 is less pronounced than that of fault 2, which
we attribute to the coalescence and linkage of the two constituent segments. That the throw maxima for
both profiles occur at or near the centers of their faults, rather than being obviously skewed toward the over-
lap region, may indicate that these two faults have not substantially interacted with one another. The peaked
and symmetric shapes of the throw distribution profiles are consistent with unrestricted (i.e., uninhibited)
fault growth. However, an overlap-to-spacing ratio of 2–3, as is observed for these structures, is commonly
found for interacting faults on Earth (Willemse, 1997). Thus, we cannot rule out that these faults have exerted
some influence on each other during their growth.

3.4. Icaria Rupes

Icaria Rupes is located at 35.8°S, 139.6°W, and has a length of 165 km. It consists of one major fault segment
accompanied by a series of minor thrust faults (Figure 6). The surface break of the major structure curves

Figure 5. Map of fault traces (top) and throw distribution (bottom) of faults associated with Phrixi Rupes. Thrust faults
associated with Phrixi Rupes are displayed on a THEMIS mosaic overlaid with MOLA topography in orthographic
projection centered at 67.0°W, 44.6°S.
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around a 30-km-wide circular mensa, with the minor thrust faults occurring in the footwall of the major
structure alongside that mensa. A prominent fault jog is observed toward the southern fault tip. Icaria
Rupes strikes NW–SE, and the asymmetry of the landform indicates that its underlying fault system dips to
the northeast. The surface break of this fault shows crosscutting relationships with two craters: a ~10-km-
diameter crater superposes the fault near its northern tip, whereas two craters—a 35-km-diameter crater
beneath a 13-km-diameter crater—are cut by the fault. The heavily degraded crater is consistent with an
emplacement time during the Noachian (e.g., Craddock & Maxwell, 1993; Mangold et al., 2012), placing the
fault activity during or after this time system.

The variations of structural relief show steep increases of up to 40 m/km from the tip toward the center. A
relief of more than 1,000 m is found along the entire central part of the landform. The maximum structural
relief that we interpret to correspond to the throw maximum is measured at 1,175 m and occurs some-
what closer to the northern fault tip, but the throw distribution profile is generally symmetric. The throw
values are highest, and consistently around 1,000 m, along the entire region where the fault curves around
the mensa.

We interpret the map pattern of this fault system as indicative of the horizontal displacement along this large
structure being impeded at the center by the preexisting mensa, forming a ramp. The unobstructed portions
of the fault form a bend in the map pattern of the shortening structure that is accompanied by small-scale
fault-related folds at its leading edge (Figure 6). The highest throw values, which are consistently around
1,000 m along the entire region where the thrust fault is obstructed by the mensa, indicate that the location
of this obstruction likely had a major influence on the growth of the landform, and may have restricted the
fault growth.

Table 1
Measured Lengths and Throw Maxima Interpreted From Structural Relief Measurements for Thrust Fault Segments of This Study, Including Inferred Maximum
Displacements for a Fault Dip Angle of 30° ± 10° and Notes on the Fault Map Patterns, Where Applicable

Landform L (km) tmax (m)

Dmax (m)

20° 30° 40° Notes

Ogygis Rupes Figure 3 181 2,152 6292 4304 3348
Bosporos Rupes 1 Figure 4 308 1,648 4818 3296 2564
Bosporos Rupes 2 232 1,737 5079 3474 2702 2 km underlap
Phrixi Rupes 1 Figure 5 145 603 1763 1206 938
Phrixi Rupes 2 65 1,421 4155 2842 2211 33 km overlap
Icaria Rupes Figure 6 165 1,175 3435 2350 1828
Hiddekel Rupes 1 Figure 7 167 445 1301 890 692
Hiddekel Rupes 2 136 380 1111 760 591 10 km underlap
Dorsa Brevia 1 Figure 8 283 965 2821 1930 1501
Dorsa Brevia 2 242 894 2614 1788 1391 50 km overlap
Thyles Rupes 1A Figure 9 119 950 2778 1900 1478 59 km overlap between 1A and 1B;
Thyles Rupes 1B 269 1,700 4970 3400 2645 195 km overlap between 1B and 1C
Thyles Rupes 1C 264 1,110 3245 2220 1727 13 km underlap between 1A and 1C
Thyles Rupes 1A–C 394 2,450 7163 4900 3812
Thyles Rupes 2 Figure 9 242 1,198 3503 2396 1864
Thyles Rupes 3 Figure 9 217 1,722 5035 3444 2679
Phlegra Montes 1 Figure 10 319 1,297 3792 2594 2018 74 km overlap between 1 and 2
Phlegra Montes 2 265 2,596 7590 5192 4039 Full overlap with 3
Phlegra Montes 3 262 2367 6921 4734 3682
Phlegra Montes 4 400 2,692 7871 5384 4188
Phlegra Montes 5 106 1,172 3427 2344 1823 Full overlap with 4
Phlegra Montes 4 & 5 400 3,375 9868 6750 5251
Phlegra Montes 6 94 579 1693 1158 901 Full overlap with 7
Phlegra Montes 7 372 2,071 6056 4142 3222
Phlegra Montes 8 446 647 1892 1294 1007 228 km overlap between 7 and 8
Phlegra Montes 9 69 593 1734 1186 923 Full overlap with 8
Phlegra Montes 7–9 590 2,071 6055 4142 3222

Note. Values shown in bold are compiled from cumulative throw distributions.
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3.5. Hiddekel Rupes

Hiddekel Rupes, centered at 16.7°N, 16.5°E, consists of two thrust fault-related landforms that together sum to
a total length of 313 km (Figure 7). Fault 1 has a minimum length of 167 km, dips to the southwest, and strikes
NW–SE. The fault surface break of fault 1 shows a crosscutting relationship with a ~30-km-diameter crater,
which partially erased the structural uplift. The surface break of fault 2 is 136 km long, which dips to the
east—almost the diametric opposite of fault 1—and strikes approximately N–S. The two faults show an
underlap of ~10 km. Within the underlap region, several minor thrust faults are present.

The topographic variations for Hiddekel Rupes show symmetric increases of structural relief from the tips
toward the fault center for both faults (Figure 7). The maxima for fault-related topography are found to be
445 and 380 m for faults 1 and 2, respectively. Fault 1 shows a peaked profile shape with its throw maximum
just north of the fault center. The fault has a throw minimum in the southern central portion of the fault
(Figure 7), which occurs where the surface break shows a pronounced bend in map view. This site is also host
to a small fluvial channel system that cuts through the crest of the landform, with fluid discharge likely having
occurred toward the leading edge. Some of the structural relief may thus have been eroded, and the location
of the channel may in turn be structurally controlled at this site. Fault 2 also has a peaked throw distribution
profile, with its throw maximum somewhat skewed toward its northern tip.

We interpret the generally peaked shapes of both throw distribution profiles as consistent with largely
unrestricted fault growth. The presence of minor thrust fault-related landforms in the underlap region is likely
caused by some interaction between the faults beneath the twomain landforms. As the faults dip in opposite
directions, it is likely that such fault interaction did not substantively influence their throw distributions.

Figure 6. Map of fault traces (top) and throw distribution (bottom) of faults associated with Icaria Rupes. Thrust faults
associated with Icaria Rupes are displayed on a THEMIS mosaic overlaid with MOLA topography in orthographic
projection centered at 139.6°W, 35.9°S.
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Hiddekel Rupes is located at the eastern edge of a heavily modified and volcanically filled ~410-km-diameter
impact basin, and so it may be that this landform localized at the rim of the basin. Several other thrust
fault-related landforms occur in the region inside that basin, which have no predominant regional trend
but either loosely follow a basin-concentric pattern or form rings (Figure 7) that outline the rims of buried
impact craters. Broad tectonic ridges with no clear fault surface break, similar to those mapped in Mare
Crisium on the Moon (Byrne et al., 2015), are also present in the region (Figure 7).

3.6. Dorsa Brevia

Dorsa Brevia is a 651-km-long set of ridges consisting of at least four individual thrust fault-related landforms,
centered at 71.1°S and 63.2°E. We mapped and analyzed two landforms at its westernmost extent (Figure 8).
Both landforms have fault surface breaks that are curvilinear in map view, with fault strikes of WNW–ESE and

Figure 7. Map of fault traces (top) and throw distribution (bottom) of faults associated with Hiddekel Rupes. Thrust faults
associated with Hiddekel Rupes are displayed on a THEMIS mosaic overlaid with MOLA topography in orthographic
projection centered at 16.56°E; 16.5°N.
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dips close to NNE. The fault surface break of fault 1 has a length of 283 km, whereas the surface break of fault
2 is 242 km long (Table 1). The two faults show an overlap of ~50 km with a horizontal spacing of 40 to 55 km,
such that the overlap-to-spacing ratio is ~1. Fault 2 is spatially collocated with a heavily degraded impact
crater toward its eastern tip. Although definitive crosscutting relations between the fault and the crater
are unclear, the topographic expression of the fault is less prominent within the crater, and, thus, it is
interpreted to have been erased. On the basis of the crater’s degradation state, the fault activity that
formed this landform must have occurred very early in the geological history of Mars.

The variations in topographic relief and thus throw distribution for fault 1 shows moderate to steep, symme-
trical increases in throw of up to 30 m/km at the fault tips, and a flat-topped throw distribution toward the
fault center, where the throw maximum of 965 m occurs (Figure 8). The profile for fault 2 shows moderate
increases in fault-related topography of up to 10 m/km from the tips toward the center and has a generally
peaked shape. The maximum throw of 894 m is skewed toward the WNW.

The overlap-to-spacing ratio of ~1, as well as the slight asymmetry in the throw distribution for fault 2 skewed
toward fault 1, indicates that these two faults have interacted to some extent. The overlap regionmay be host
to secondary structures that accommodated strain as part of the fault interaction, but a nearby ejecta blanket
from a crater located at ~70°S, 64°E, superposes or modifies any small-scale landforms in the region.
Furthermore, the flat-topped throw distribution profile shape of fault 1 indicates that it may have largely
grown in an unrestricted manner, albeit with some horizontal restriction by a mechanical barrier at depth.
The peaked throw distribution profile shape of fault 2 is consistent with unrestricted fault growth. Fault 2

Figure 8. Map of fault traces (top) and throw distribution (bottom) of faults associated with Dorsa Brevia. Thrust faults
associated with Dorsa Brevia are displayed on a THEMIS mosaic overlaid with MOLA topography in orthographic
projection centered at 58.0°E, 71.0°S.
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shows a lower throw maximum compared with fault 1, which may indicate that the former is not large
enough for the mechanical barrier to have influenced its fault throw distribution.

3.7. Thyles Rupes

Thyles Rupes, centered at 69.3°S, 132.3°E, consists of three major and multiple minor thrust fault-related
landforms (Figure 9). There is a pronounced regional structural trend present here, as all landforms strike
roughly NNE–SSW. The first thrust fault-related landform consists of three pronounced fault segments
(segments 1A–C). Segment 1A is 119 km long, segment 1B has a length of 269 km, and segment 1C is
264 km long (Table 1). Segment 1A shows a 59 km overlap with segment 1B and 13 km underlap with seg-
ment 1C. Segments 1B and 1C have a remarkably large overlap of 195 km. Segment 1B terminates near the
center of segment 1A, forming a branch point. The fault planes dip to the ESE and are very closely spaced,
with spacing values as small as 5 km. These three main fault segments are accompanied by an array of small,
antithetically dipping faults that likely acted as back thrusts. Additionally, a few small thrust fault-related land-
forms with faults dipping synthetically to the main fault array are present in the footwall of the thrust system.

Figure 9. Map of fault traces (top) and throw distributions (bottom) of faults associated with Thyles Rupes. Thrust faults
associated with Thyles Rupes are displayed on a THEMIS mosaic overlaid with MOLA topography in orthographic
projection centered at 136.0°E, 70.0°S. Throw distributions shown in bold lines are cumulative throws.
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The second major landform (Fault 2) that constitutes Thyles Rupes is a single fault 242 km long. It strikes
NE–SW and dips to the southeast (Figure 9). The third landform (Fault 3) shows a single, 217-km-long fault
surface break that strikes NE–SW and dips to the northwest. The hanging walls of Thyles Rupes faults 2
and 3 are both accompanied by a series of minor thrust fault-related landforms that have their underlying
faults dipping synthetically to the major faults with which they are associated.

All landforms show crosscutting relationships with heavily degraded craters, but no impact structure has
substantively erased the structural relief produced by the faults. Interestingly, fault 3 cuts through a
70-km-diameter, moderately degraded crater that appears to have an elliptical shape and thus may have
been shortened (Egea-González et al., 2017). The long axis of the crater is parallel to the fault strike and is
10 km longer than the short axis (Figure 9). Within the large crater, the fault is superposed by another
~15-km-diameter crater. The two craters possess the same morphological degradation state (Robbins &
Hynek, 2012), which places the fault activity within the narrow time window between the emplacements
of these two craters. Crater statistics across this landform produce a model age for fault 3 of ~3.8 Ga
(Egea-González et al., 2017).

All individual variations in structural relief and therefore throw distribution profiles show moderate to steep
increases in structural relief of up to 20 m/km from their respective fault tips toward their centers. Fault seg-
ment 1A has a symmetric throw distribution profile with a throw maximum of 950 m. Fault segment 1B has a
throw maximum of 1,700 m skewed to its southern tip, whereas fault segment 1C has a peaked profile with a
throw maximum of 1,110 m occurring exactly where segment 1B has a local minimum (Figure 9). The throw
distribution profile for fault 2 shows steep and generally symmetrical increases in throw from the fault tips,
and a flat-topped throw distribution toward the fault center. The throw maximum of 1,198 m occurs toward
the northern fault tip (Figure 9). The profile for fault 3 shows steep increases in throw from the tips toward the
center and has a generally peaked shape. The throw maximum of 1,722 m occurs near the fault center.

The throw distribution profile shapes for Thyles Rupes 2 and 3 are interpreted here as consistent with unrest-
ricted fault growth, but some horizontal restriction because of a mechanical barrier at depth accounts for the
flat-topped throw distribution of fault 2. The large overlaps, narrow spacing, and shared orientations of the
fault surface breaks of fault segments 1A to C suggest that they acted as one fault system to build the struc-
tural relief, such that their individual throw distributions are likely more representative of the fault system
when they are interpreted as representing a cumulative (i.e., summed) throw distribution. The cumulative
throw distribution profile has a pronounced asymmetric shape, and a nearly linear throw gradient of
~6 m/km persists for most of the length of the fault system. The throw maximum of 2,450 m is skewed mark-
edly toward its southern tip (Figure 9), where it drops off very steeply at nearly 100 m/km.

3.8. Phlegra Montes

The Phelgra Montes are an elongate, topographically elevated set of landforms more than 1,400 km long,
centered at 40.4°N and 163.7°E and composed of nine major and several minor thrust fault-related structures
(Figure 10). The many knobs in the region that give the Phlegra Montes their name are generally more
pronounced on the hanging wall side of the large thrust faults present. All thrust faults in this region strike
N–S and dip either to the east (segments 1, 3, and 6) or west (segments 2, 4, 5, and 7–9). The fault segments
range in length from 69 to 400 km and display various amounts of overlap with one another (Table 1).

The Phlegra Montes are spatially associated withmany craters (van Gasselt et al., 2015), at least some of which
may have modified or removed portions of the structural relief (Figure 10). Only two craters are observed to
directly superpose the surface breaks of the thrust faults at segments 4 and 8, respectively (Figure 10).
Furthermore, the 95-km-diameter Adams crater, the largest crater in the region, lies just to the south of
the southern tips of fault segments 2 and 3. Adams crater is not crosscut by these faults, although its ejecta
blanket is, which indicates that some fault activity postdates the emplacement crater. Crater areal density
measurements indicate that the Phlegra Montes have been affected by an order-of-magnitude greater denu-
dation rate compared with the average rate for Mars (van Gasselt et al., 2015), and so the preserved structural
relief may represent only the minimum vertical displacement on the thrust faults in this region.

The distributions in structural relief of the individual landforms for faults 1–4 and 7–9, which we take here
to correspond closely to their throw distributions, show pronounced asymmetries, with throw maxima
skewed toward the neighboring faults. Faults 5 and 6, which are among the shortest faults in this fault
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array, have generally symmetric throw distribution profiles. Individual throw maxima range from 579 m
for the 94-km-long fault 6 to as much as 2,692 m for the 446-km-long fault 8 (Table 1). In particular, the
319-km-long fault 1 overlaps with the 165-km-long fault 2 by 74 km. Within this overlap region, both faults
show their maximum throws of 1,297 and 2,596 m, respectively. Fault 2 also entirely overlaps fault 3,
which is 262 km long. Faults 3 and 4 show minimal overlap but the maximum of 2,367 m of the throw
distribution of fault 3 is skewed toward fault segment 4. The throw distribution of the 400-km-long fault
segment 4 shows steep increases in throw at the fault tips and has multiple maxima and minima
(Figure 10), with the highest throw values of 2,692 m near its overlap with fault segment 5. Segment 5, a
structure 106 km long, overlaps entirely with fault segment 4 and shows a symmetric and peaked throw
distribution with the throw maximum measured at 1,172 m. The map pattern shows that the southern tip
of fault segment 5 terminates at fault 4, forming a branch point. Segment 6 is 94 km long and has a
peaked, symmetrical throw distribution with a maximum of 579 m. Segment 7, which entirely overlaps
segments 6, is 372 km long and has a pronounced asymmetric throw distribution with a maximum of
2,071 m skewed toward fault 4 to the south. The 446-km-long fault segment 8 overlaps with segment 7 by
228 km and shows an asymmetric throw distribution with a maximum of 647 m skewed to the north.
Faults 7 and 8 have a spacing of ~45 km, yielding an overlap-to-spacing ratio of ~5. Fault segment 9 is
69 km long and its southern tip terminates at segment 8, forming another branch point. The throw
distribution of segment 9 is symmetric, with a maximum of 593 m.

Because of their very similar strikes and dips, and their map patterns indicating large overlaps or terminations
of structures in one another, we interpret segments 4 and 5, as well as 7–9, to have built the structural relief
associated with the landforms they underlie as a single fault system, and so their throw distribution profiles
are shown as cumulative in Figure 10. The cumulative throw distribution for faults 4 and 5 shows twomaxima
and a minimum dropping below 500 m near the central portion of the fault (Figure 10). The throw maximum
in the southern portion of the fault array, measured at 2,357 m, is both similar to and skewed toward fault
segment 3. The throw distribution profile for faults 4 and 5 shows its second maximum of 3,375 m—the lar-
gest throw measured for this fault system—near the center of the fault array. The cumulative throw

Figure 10. Map of fault traces (top) and throw distribution (bottom) of faults associated with the Phlegra Montes. Thrust
faults at the Phlegra Montes are displayed on a THEMIS mosaic overlaid with MOLA topography in orthographic
projection centered at 165°E, 40.5°N. Throw distributions shown in bold lines are cumulative throws.
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distribution profile for fault segments 7–9, dominated by and thus very similar to fault 7, is asymmetrical, with
the throw maximum of 2,071 m skewed toward fault segment 4.

The pronounced asymmetries of the faults with throw maxima skewed toward neighboring structures indi-
cate that substantial fault interaction took place at the Phlegra Montes. The overall throw distribution profile
for the entire segmented fault system at the Phlegra Montes shows steep increases in throw from the fault
system ends, and a peaked shape with linear displacement gradients on either side of the throw maximum
(Figure 10). These characteristics indicate that the individual fault segments likely grew as a single, large fault
system that deeply penetrates the Martian lithosphere, likely growing in an unrestricted manner.

4. Fault Scaling

We analyzed the map pattern and topographic expressions of eight thrust fault systems on Mars, composed
of 19 thrust fault-related landforms with a total of 24 fault segments, to derive throw distributions and iden-
tify the throw maxima. From the maximum throw values and assumptions of fault dip angles (see section 2),
the maximum displacements of the thrust faults can be estimated. The resultant maximum displacements
and their corresponding lengths (Table 1) were then paired to derive the maximum displacement-to-length
(Dmax/L) statistic.

The Dmax/L statistic shows a large scatter in the data ranging from 65- to 590-km-long faults and fault arrays,
with maximum displacements from as low as 760 m to as much as 6750 m (Figure 11a and Table 1). Following
the regression approach for fault scaling relationships by Clark and Cox (1996), we computed the best fit
power law for the investigated thrust faults. Results return a scaling coefficient of γ = 0.066 and an exponent
of c = 0.68 (Figure 11a), with a poor goodness of fit indicated by a coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.322.

The poor fit may arise from both geologic processes involved in faulting and the methods by which the mea-
surements are made (see discussion in Cowie & Scholz, 1992b), but it is not uncommon for fault populations
to display a scatter in the data that spans over almost an order of magnitude (e.g., Cartwright et al., 1995;
Schlische et al., 1996). The analyzed thrust faults on Mars may have grown as part of multiple different thrust
fault populations, and so the structures may not all have accommodated strain with the same structural style
or the same dips as assumed here. Furthermore, interactions among faults, as well as variations in physical

Figure 11. Inferred maximum displacements of thrust faults as a function of map lengths. (a) Scatter plot of thrust fault
data acquired in this study with a best fit power law. (b) Subset of Dmax/L scaling compilation of Klimczak et al. (2010)
only showing thrust faults. Data sets for thrust faults on Mars (this study; Watters et al., 2000; Watters, 2003b) (red/orange
symbols) and Mercury (Byrne et al., 2014) (gray symbols) shown for comparison to Terran faults (green symbols). The
dashed curves indicate linear scaling functions (equation (1)) with γ values of 10�1, 10�2, and 10�3. Displacements for
Terran thrust faults represent the measured true displacements; displacements for thrust faults on Mars and Mercury are
plotted for assumed dip angles of 30° with ±10° uncertainty shown in (a).
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properties encountered by the faults during growth, may have contributed to the data scatter. This scatter
may further reflect fault growth being influenced by regional variations in rock-mechanical properties of
the lithosphere (e.g., Peacock, 1991), faults being in different stages of the fault linkage process (e.g.,
Cartwright et al., 1995), faults havingmaximum displacements not representative of the overall displacement
of the fault or maximum displacements occurring at different depths on the fault plane (Cowie & Scholz,
1992b), the restriction of fault growth due to stress perturbations/transfer at the fault tips (Nicol et al.,
1996), or mechanical barriers in the lithosphere inhibiting fault growth (e.g., Manighetti et al., 2001).
Although we identified individual cases of restricted fault growth (for Icaria and Thyles Rupēs) and fault
interaction (for Phlegra Montes), no single reason listed above can be identified here as the sole cause of
the data scatter. Instead, we consider it likely that a combination of these reasons contributes to the large
scatter of the data.

Under the assumption that our analysis sampled faults that are part of multiple populations, then different
regional tectonic processes must have produced stresses favorable for thrust faulting across Mars.
Nevertheless, individual faults within the same fault array and arguably as part of the same population—such
as those observed at the Phlegra Montes, Bosporos Rupes, and perhaps most strikingly observed at Phrixi
Rupes (Figure 11a)—show a pronounced variability in displacement distribution shapes among themselves.
This finding demonstrates that multiple regional thrust fault populations need not be invoked to explain the
data scatter, but rather that fault growth on Mars is a complex process subject to numerous controlling
factors, which is hardly surprising given the level of such complexity found for thrust fault growth and archi-
tecture on Earth (e.g., Boyer & Elliott, 1982; McClay, 1992).

The thrust faults evaluated in this study have scatter and a scaling coefficient comparable to those derived
for two regionally confined populations of thrust fault-related landforms near the Martian dichotomy
boundary (Figure 11b; Watters, 2003b; Watters et al., 2000), indicating that the scaling statistics derived here
are representative of both global and regional scales on Mars. In addition, the scatter and scaling coefficient
of thrust faults in this study are also similar to those derived from the population of thrust faults attributed
to global contraction of Mercury (Figure 11b; Byrne et al., 2014). Although these arguments support the pos-
sibility that the thrust faults in this study belong to a single population, the Dmax/L statistics we derive are
alone likely not sufficient to discriminate between a single and multiple fault population(s). The combined
Dmax/L statistics across 12 different data sets of Terran faults, including normal, strike-slip, and thrust faults,
show a near-linear scaling with a scaling ratio of γ = 0.03 (Schlische et al., 1996). This indicates that additional
fault population statistics, such as size–frequency data, fault spacing, and overlap-to-spacing ratios across
different regions on Mars would provide further information with which to distinguish between different
fault populations.

The overlap of Dmax/L statistics between the thrust faults of this study, those recorded for thrust faults at the
Martian dichotomy boundary (Watters, 2003b; Watters et al., 2000), and that measured for thrust faults on
Mercury (Byrne et al., 2014) are likely due to the similarities of the planets on which they formed. Both
Mercury and Mars are terrestrial planets with bulk basaltic lithospheres that have nearly the same surface
gravitational accelerations, and this parameter in particular has been hypothesized to have had amajor effect
on the Dmax/L ratios of faults (Schultz et al., 2006).

Due to the structural complexity of many thrust systems, scaling relationships and displacement distributions
are difficult to obtain and so fault scaling studies tend to focus on normal faults. However, a handful of studies
exist for thrust fault scaling relationships (Davis et al., 2005; Elliott, 1976; Shaw et al., 2002; Figure 11b) and
displacement distributions (Bi et al., 2018; Ellis & Dunlap, 1988) for Earth. Elliott (1976) realized that a relation-
ship between fault displacement and length existed when studying the energy balance associated with the
emplacement of the McConnell thrust sheet in the Canadian Rocky Mountains. Thrust faults there have
similar range in fault length (13.5 to 410 km), but with much higher maximum displacements, than those
we analyzed on Mars (Figure 11b). This difference may arise from the contrast in structural style of faulting
(see discussion), and thus, the McConnell thrust sheet may not be the best Terran analogue to the thrust
faults we observe on Mars. Three segments identified in the Puente Hills blind thrust fault system in
California (Shaw et al., 2002) show similar Dmax/L ratios as those for the McConnell thrust sheet. Thrust faults
of the Ostler fault zone in New Zealand that deform poorly consolidated Cenozoic sediments (Davis et al.,
2005) show a range in lengths and displacements that is 2 orders of magnitude lower than for faults on
Mars and Mercury, yet have similar Dmax/L ratios to structures on those two worlds.
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5. Discussion

The thrust fault-related landforms on Mars analyzed in this study possess remarkable structural relief. The
Martian mountain ranges generally involve a single or a few segmented major thrust faults and a series of
accompanying minor thrust faults. Apart from the Phlegra Montes, these structures are usually found as iso-
lated landforms that do not show any arrangements in long continuous mountain belts with multiple aligned
and parallel landforms. The isolated structures show lengths of ~150 to ~400 km with relief of 1,000 to
2,500 m, but the Phlegra Montes reach a length of up to 1,400 km and boast relief of as much as 3,400 m.
All topographic signatures were found to be asymmetric ridges, with a surface break at the base of the
steep-sloped cliff. The lengths and amounts of uplift found for these landforms show that substantial moun-
tain building took place on Mars and, given the widespread geographic distribution of these landforms
across the planet (Figure 2), that it occurred on a global scale.

Mountain building on Earth is, either directly or indirectly, related to plate tectonics. Whether some primitive
form of plate tectonics occurred on Mars is debated (e.g., Yin, 2012; also see detailed discussion in Barlow,
2008, p. 48–50), but there is no evidence for globally distributed, Earth-style plate tectonics preserved in its
geologic record (e.g., Zuber, 2001). Mountain building on Mars, if related to some form of plate tectonics,
would likely involve structural styles of faulting comparable to thrust belts on Earth, including multiple, long,
sinuous thrust fault traces and complex landformmorphology. The lack of such evidence further supports the
view that Earth-style plate tectonics and associated formation of thrust-belt-style faulting did not prevail on
Mars. Instead, the simple map patterns and landform morphologies favor structural styles commonly dis-
played by basement faults in intraplate settings.

Thus, tectonic processes found on one-plate planets, such as global contraction from planetary cooling (e.g.,
Andrews-Hanna et al., 2008; Mangold et al., 2000), lithospheric flexure (Watters, 2003b), and local or regional
loading (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2008; Hauck et al., 2003), could be responsible for the planet’s major thrust
faults. Among these processes, global contractionmay have had the potential to produce a global population
of thrust faults (Solomon & Chaiken, 1976). Although the Dmax/L statistics do not allow us to unequivocally
discriminate if the thrust faults investigated in this study are part of one global population, their widespread
distribution (Figure 2), their broad range in orientations (Figures 3–10), their map patterns showing isolated
landforms formed by one major structure and a series of accompanying minor thrust faults, and their sub-
stantial structural relief are not inconsistent with an origin from global contraction, and compare well with
thrust faults attributed to global contraction on Mercury (Byrne et al., 2014). To further discriminate whether
global contraction caused these structures to form, additional mapping and fault population statistics, as well
as assessments of timing and rate of thrust faulting, are needed.

Given that large-scale thrust faults on Mars are thought to be able to penetrate to depths of ≥30 km
(Egea-González et al., 2017; Grott et al., 2007; Schultz & Watters, 2001), or to as much as 48 km for
Amenthes Rupes (Mueller et al., 2014), and based on the relatively simple map patterns and asymmetric
cross-sectional topography of landforms in our study areas, the structural style of the thrust faulting ana-
lyzed here is comparable to Terran intraplate, basement-block faulting, and associated fault-propagation
folding (i.e., fault-related anticlinal flexures of the rock volume in the hanging wall of the fault; e.g.,
Suppe & Medwedeff, 1990). Martian thrust faulting may also have involved the formation of extensive fault
damage zones (Kim et al., 2004), shallowing of the dip angle with depth with the fault rooting into a deep
basal décollement (e.g., Mueller et al., 2014), as well as ductile deformation and fabric development (Cowie
et al., 2013) in lower lithospheric levels. Earth-analogue tectonic settings for this style of thrust faulting
include the basement uplifts of the Laramide orogeny in the western United States (e.g., Erslev, 1986;
Matthews, 1978; Stone, 1993) or the Late Cretaceous, intraplate, thrust-related basement uplifts and inver-
sion tectonics of central Europe (the so-called Saxonische Schollentektonik or Saxonian block tectonics; e.g.,
Kley & Voigt, 2008; Ziegler et al., 1995). These uplifts are characterized by accommodation of strain predomi-
nantly along major thrust faults that are accompanied by fault-related folding, with relatively little strain
being accommodated away from the major structures. Individual mountain ranges that may structurally
compare well with the landforms observed on Mars thus include the Wind River Range in central
Wyoming, as suggested by Mueller et al. (2014), and nearby mountain ranges such as the Beartooth or
Bighorn Mountains, the East Kaibab Monocline (Byrne et al., 2016), or the Harz Mountains in Germany (e.g.,
Franzke et al., 2004; König & Wrede, 1994; Stackebrandt, 1983).
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One of the principal findings of this study is that fault systems on Mars show substantial variation of their
along-strike relief. The subsurface architectures of these structures therefore clearly cannot be modeled
accurately with a single topographic profile. Throw distributions, in particular, indicate the locations of throw
maxima along the faults, the presence or absence of fault growth restrictions, and interactions and linkage
between fault segments. These parameters should inform future modeling efforts to better characterize
the orientation and depth extent of the fault surface in the lithosphere.

This finding is illustrated best with our results for the Thyles Rupes thrust system. Forward mechanical mod-
eling of fault-related surface displacements that were matched to observed topographic profiles in one loca-
tion across Thyles Rupes 3 (Egea-González et al., 2017) indicates that the subsurface architecture of the thrust
fault is likely characterized by a dip angle between 33° and 40°, a fault penetration depth of 15 to 20 km, and a
fault slip of 1,900 to 2,100 m, whereas our analysis shows that maximum fault slips for these dip angles could
be as high as ~2,680 to 3,160 m elsewhere on the fault. Derivations of local heat flow—made under the
assumption that the penetration depth of the faults coincides with the brittle–ductile transition—are thus
unreliable, because the topographic profile to whichmodel solutions were fit was not positioned at the throw
maximum and so the results for penetration depth and fault slip are not representative of the maximum pos-
sible values for this fault. In addition, the Thyles Rupes 3 fault displays a peaked throw distribution, which we
interpret to correspond to unrestricted fault growth. This finding indicates that the fault has likely not pene-
trated the lithosphere deep enough to have encountered any major changes in mechanical properties of the
lithosphere, especially not those associated with the brittle–ductile transition.

Furthermore, Thyles Rupes 1 shows distinct similarities in its cumulative throw distribution to displacement
profiles of the Gladstone thrust fault array in New Zealand (Davis et al., 2005) and to a set of normal fault
displacement distributions in the Afar region, East Africa (Manighetti et al., 2001). The systematic fault displa-
cement gradient of the Gladstone thrust fault array was taken to be evidence that the individual fault seg-
ments link in the subsurface to a single slip surface (Davis et al., 2005), and this may be the case for the
faults associated with Thyles Rupes. The strongly asymmetric shape of the displacement profiles in the
Afar region was interpreted as the result of barriers to propagation at one fault tip and uninhibited fault pro-
pagation at the other (Manighetti et al., 2001). Although barriers such as changes in material strength from
lithology or fracture density, or changes in local stress conditions from fault interaction (Manighetti et al.,
2001; Nicol et al., 1996), are likely to have been present during major thrust faulting on Mars, it is unclear
to what extent such changes caused fault tip restriction on the observed scale of Thyles Rupes 1.
Nevertheless, the similarities of along-strike displacement distributions between Terran and Martian faults
indicate that the mechanics of large thrust systems on Mars can be assessed by their variations in structural
relief in a manner similar to those on Earth, despite uncertainties in subsurface architecture and kinematics.

6. Conclusions

The structural mapping and analysis of the variations in relief of 24 large thrust fault-related landforms on
Mars show that these structures commonly have lengths of ~150 to ~400 km with uplifts of 1,000 to
2,500 m, although some examples can extend over 1,400 km in length with uplifts of as much as 3,400 m.
The thrust faults underlying these landforms show a wide variety of map patterns and systematic along-strike
variations in fault-related topography, which together enable the characterization of distributions in their ver-
tical displacement component. The systematic along-strike relief variations of thrust faults on Mars, together
with their similarity to displacement distributions of faults on Earth, confirms that to first order the mechanics
of large thrust systems on Mars can be assessed by their variations in structural relief. The large thrust faults
on Mars studied here display characteristics in their shape indicative of local differences in fault growth beha-
vior, including unrestricted and restricted fault growth and substantial fault interaction and fault linkage.
Implications arising from fault growth, interaction, and linkage highlight that future analyses of Martian litho-
spheric structure and rheology, heat flow, and seismicity using fault-related landforms must better account
for such displacement variations along the fault by detailed analysis of their along-strike distributions.

We observe a wide diversity in thrust fault displacement distribution shapes, which is also reflected in the
large scatter in the displacement-to-length scaling ratio. This finding is not surprising, given the widespread
distribution of analyzed structures across the planet. This diversity is likely caused by a combination of factors
including regional variations in rock properties and lithospheric structure, as well as differences in fault
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growth geometries. Nevertheless, the widespread distribution of structures across Mars, their broad range in
orientations, the generally simple, linear map patterns with only one or a few segments as part of a single
major structure, their isolated occurrence, and their simple asymmetric cross-sectional topography are atypi-
cal for Earth-like plate-tectonic-style thrust belts such as the Himalaya or Alps. Instead, the Martian structures
likely correspond to a style of faulting similar to that of intraplate basement-block faulting and associated
fault-propagation folding on Earth, such as associated with the Laramide orogeny in the western United
States or the late-Cretaceous block and inversion tectonics in central Europe.
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